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From October 16-18, 2015, 39 Family Travel Media joined 21 Major Sponsors in Kansas City, 

Missouri for the 5th TMS Family Travel Conference to learn “How to Build Your Kingdom When 

Content is King.” 

Throughout the hands-on workshops, sponsor sessions and offsite visits, these travel influencers 

created content about their experiences for their own audiences – and continue to do so – via 

blogs, videos, photos and myriad social media channels.  They loved the experience, with 

Hashtracking Analytics reporting social media engagement at over 58%. #kansascity was the most 

popular tag used on social posts. 

607 Contributors 

3,532 Social Media Posts 

7.3 million Reach 

147.7 million Timeline Deliveries 
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Preconference publicity included press releases, social media buzz, an interview on morning news radio 

show “Talk 980am” & a TV segment on Fox 4KC highlighting a TMSKC host. 
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Excitement about #TMSKC made it a “trending” topic, with host & sponsors benefitting from the buzz. 

Twitter. 

“this one is  totally going on the 

#bucketlist #Disney #Starwars” 

“Voluntourism in Costa Rica is an opportunity to make a positive 

impact on the environment, wildlife and/or community” 
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The social buzz continued on all the excursions & post-fams. 
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Through attendees’ ongoing content creation, the buzz continues, for the region and #TMSKC sponsors.  
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Follow up videos, press releases, interest in results of #TMSKC & outreach continue. 
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“We couldn't be more thrilled with the record social impressions realized at the TMS Family Travel conference, and we are tremendously proud that our destination and 
organization could play a role in that success. The TMS Family Travel Conference was an important group for us to attract and host.” Ronnie Burt, President & CEO of Visit KC 
 
“It was a pleasure to work with you all and to be a part of #TMSKC. Thank you for all that you do to assist the media and social influencers who cover family travel, and for 

inspiring them to grow and improve their content.“ Michele Himmelberg, Public Relations, Disneyland Resort 

“Thanks for the chance to get the word out about all we have going on across Walt Disney Parks and Resorts.”  Terry Brinkoetter, Adventures by Disney & Disney Cruise Line 

“This conference was such a treat. You guys put so much work into this, and it really shows year after year. I come away feeling overjoyed about everything I've learned from 

everyone, and excited to put it all into action!” Chelsea Day, SomedayIllLearn.com; CEO Millennial Blogs 

“Thanks for such an informative and enjoyable conference! I always get so much out of it and enjoy getting to know the participants” Veronica Stoddart, Travel Editor/Consultant 
 
“I wanted to take a moment and thank you for the invitation to be a part of your writers’ conference. It was an amazing weekend… fun and entertaining.  And informative.  And, 

Kansas City is a gem. I can’t believe all there is to do there. Opened my eyes.”   Kevin Smith, Kiplinger Program, Ohio State  

“I can't begin to thank you enough for an outstanding, informative and perfect weekend. I was thrilled to be included and came away with tons of information in my old brain 

that I have already started to process and put to good use!” Janice Brady, “The Adult Side of Disney,” AnOpenSuitcase.com 

“The Costa Rica Tourism Board was very content with this year’s turn out and eager to participate again.”  Manny Cedeno, Cheryl Andrews Marketing Communications 

“The TMS Family Travel Conference offers Southwest Airlines yet another touch point to connect with an audience who has a pulse on what people want out of their travel 

experience. As our social and digital efforts progress, we will continue to look to the travel media to help us stay abreast of trends and shifts within the industry. Ultimately, the 

conference allows our Team to share our knowledge and best practices, while also gaining valuable insight into the ever-evolving world of travel media. ” Linda Rutherford, 

Southwest Airline’s Vice President of Communication & Outreach 

For more information about our next TMS event, please contact Joanne Vero at Joanne@JVeroAssociates.com 

What people are saying about the #TMSKC Family Travel Conference: 


